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NEW IFOR WILLIAMS Trailers
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Used Trailers
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IFOR WILLIAMS TRAILER PART SHOP







	
		
			West Wood Trailers – New & Used Ifor Williams Trailers For Sale

West Wood Trailers was established in 1968 by Mr Samuel Cole over 50 years ago. We originally manufactured Horseboxes and manufactured all types of specialised trailers for a huge, array of customer to include The ESB, Department of Defence, and Dublin airport to name a few.

In 1968 West Wood Trailers were appointed by Ifor Williams Trailers the leading trailer manufacturer in the UK to be the Irish distributor and stockist for the full range of Ifor Williams Trailers. West Wood Trailers sell the full product range which includes Livestock Trailers, Horsebox Trailers, General Purpose Trailers, Livestock Trailers, Box Van Trailers, General Duty Builders Trailers, Flatbed, Drop Side and Wheel underneath Trailers, Small Unbraked and Braked Car Trailers, Tipping Trailers, Mini Digger Plant Trailers, Car Transporter Trailers, Tilt bed Trailers, Beavertail Trailers, Dog Trailers, Motor Bike Trailers, Pick Up Canopies and Petrol Log Splitters.

We stock over 100,000 Genuine Ifor Williams Spare Parts at all times with next Day 24 hour delivery service. Our experienced Parts and Service team are always on hand to answer any technical question our customers. We only stock Genuine Ifor Williams Trailer Spare parts to ensure our customers safety.

We have an extensive workshops in Naas Co Kildare with a team of fully trained and qualified Ifor Williams trailer mechanics. Our Service personnel and technicians are fully qualified and accredited by the Ifor Williams factory in Wales. We service trailers from every county in Ireland. We Service all makes of trailers to include the following manufacturers: Ifor Williams Trailers, West Wood Trailer, Indespension, Nugent Trailers, Hudson Trailers, Tuffmac Trailers, Murphy Trailers, Bockmann Trailers, Richardson Trailers, Chevel Libertia Trailers, Westfalia Trailers, Dale Kane Trailers, Batseon Trailers, Brian James Trailers, Aerlite Trailers, Daxara Trailers, Brender Up, M-tec Trailers, Hartnett Trailers.

We have a huge depth of experience with many staff members with between 25 and 40 years of experience in selling Ifor Williams Trailers, Genuine Spare Trailer Parts and Servicing and repairing trailers, to offer our customer a top class unrivalled service.


		

	






	
		
			Used / Second Hand Trailers for Sale

West Wood trailers give very competitive part exchange prices for all used / second hand trailers against any New Ifor Williams Trailer. We also give very competitive prices for used trailers as part exchange from the following trailer manufacturers, Indespension Trailers, Nugent Trailers, Hudson Trailers, Tuffmac Trailers, Murphy Trailers, Bockmann Trailers, Richardson Trailers, Chevel Libertia Trailers, Westfalia Trailers, Dale Kane Trailers, Batseon Trailers, Brian James Trailers, Aerlite Trailers, Daxara Trailers, Brender Up, M-tec Trailers, Hartnett Trailers.

When you buy a used / second hand trailer from West Wood Trailers you can buy with confidence.

	All our used trailers go through a thorough security check, as West Wood trailers operated and hold the register of new trailers and stolen Ifor Williams Trailers in Ireland.
	Customer is guaranteed that no trailer you purchase has been stolen.
	Customers check our system daily if they are purchasing a trailer on Done Deal.
	All Used trailers are all fully inspected prior to sale , in our workshop by our team of qualified mechanics. All used trailers are then graded, so customer can buy with confidence.
	All our fully serviced Service Used / Second hand trailers are sold with a 6 months warranty.
	We can offer Trade Sale trailers at a lower price for customers looking for a trailer that is not serviced
	All used trailers are sold with West Wood Trailers money back guarantee.
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			Trailer Hire / Trailer Rental

Westwood Trailers have a large selection of trailers for hire and rental in Ireland. We hire and rent trailers all over the country, including Dublin trailer hire rental, Kildare trailer hire rental, Meath trailer hire rental, Carlow trailer hire rental, Wicklow trailer hire rental, Laois trailer hire rental and Offaly trailer hire rental. West Wood Trailers hire and rent the following Ifor Williams Trailers. We offer Hire rental Horse Boxes, Hire rental Box Vans trailers, Hire rental General Duty builders trailers, Hire rental Plant and Mini Digger Trailers, Hire rental Flatbed and Drop sided Trailers, Hire rental Car Transporters, you name it, we hire and rent it.

Trailers can be hired, rented for any period, from one day, two day, three day or weekend, monthly. Prices start from €62 Ex Vat per day. We also cater for longer Hire periods if required.

Visit our Trailer Hire page to view prices.


		

	






	
		
			Genuine Ifor Williams Trailer Parts Shop

West Wood Trailers is Ireland’s largest stockist of the complete range of Genuine Ifor Williams Trailer Parts in Ireland With over 100,0000 Genuine ifor Williams Trailer Parts in stock. These parts can be viewed online.


		

	






	
		
			Genuine Ifor Williams Trailer Brakes Parts

Ifor Williams trailer brake parts

Ifor Williams trailer brake back plates

Ifor Williams trailer brake and bowden cables

Ifor William trailer brake springs

Ifor William trailers brake shoes

Ifor Williams trailers brake rods


		

	


	
		
			Genuine Ifor Williams Trailer Lighting & Electrical Trailer Parts

Ifor Williams trailers lamps

Ifor Williams trailer lights

Ifor Williams trailer lens

Ifor Williams trailer lighting plugs

Ifor Willams trailer lighting cables and electrics

Ifor Williams trailer sockets and adapters

Ifor Williams trailer reflectors

Ifor Williams tipper remote controls


		

	





	
		
			Genuine Ifor Williams Trailer Hitches & Hitch Coupling Parts

Ifor Williams trailers hitch heads

Ifor Williams trailer hitch couplings

Ifor Williams hitch dampers

Ifor Williams trailer jockey wheels

Ifor Williams trailer jacks

Ifor Williams hitch coupling fittings

Ifor Williams ball hitches

Ifor Williams hitch coupling trailer hand brake

Ifor Williams hitch and coupling locking handles for securing the jockey wheel

Ifor Williams safety and breakaway cables

Ifor Williams hitch coupling bellows and protective trailer coupling boot

Ifor Williams coupling drawtubes
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WESTWOOD TRAILERS

Westwood Trailers Ltd,

Naas,

Co Kildare,

W91KT99,

Ireland

View Location
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CONTACT US

	Tel: 045 397150
	Sales:

sales@westwoodtrailers.com
	Parts:

parts@westwoodtrailers.com
	Service:

service@westwoodtrailers.com
	Accounts:

accounts@westwoodtrailers.com 
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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									Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
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									Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
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									Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	2 years	The _ga cookie, installed by Google Analytics, calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_gat_gtag_UA_46631972_1	1 minute	Set by Google to distinguish users.
	_gcl_au	3 months	Provided by Google Tag Manager to experiment advertisement efficiency of websites using their services.
	_gid	1 day	Installed by Google Analytics, _gid cookie stores information on how visitors use a website, while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the data that are collected include the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.
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									Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	NID	6 months	NID cookie, set by Google, is used for advertising purposes; to limit the number of times the user sees an ad, to mute unwanted ads, and to measure the effectiveness of ads.
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